Our Object Group Service extends CORBA with the ability to gather several objects inside a group and to transparently handle the group membership and the consistent invocations of the group members. We describe the programming model of the Object Group Service through four di erent distributed application examples. Each of these examples illustrates a particular area where object group semantics are well adapted.
Introduction
Most of object-based distributed architectures heavily rely on remote method invocation as a basic abstraction for inter-object communication. The advantage of this abstraction is that it simpli es distributed programming by making communication with a remote object look like communication with a local object. Its limitation, however, is that it can only be employed for two-ways communication between a client object and a server object, which is not convenient when the application is composed of distributed objects which have a high degree of inter-dependence Bir93]. In this case, the communication may re ect the interdependence and take place from one object to a group of objects implementing a given service. It is then convenient for the client to send requests to the group as a whole, rather than being required to know the group membership and to communicate with members on a one-to-one basis. This is even more crucial if the server can change its membership or location during its lifetime.
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To provide adequate support for object group semantics in the context of the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) speci ed by the Object Management Group (OMG) OMG98], we have designed and implemented an Object Group Service (OGS) which extends CORBA with the ability to manage object group membership and communication. Unlike other tentatives for extending CORBA with object group semantics, our approach does not rely on any speci c Object Request Broker implementation (e.g., as in Maf95, VB98] ), nor on any operating system facility (e.g., as in MMSN98]). Our CORBA Object Group Service follows the OMG service speci cation design guidelines and complies with many of the requirements of the OMG Request For Proposal on CORBA Fault Tolerance.
This paper does not detail OGS design or implementation. More information on OGS, including performance gures, can be found in FGG96, FGS98, GFGM98], or at http://lsewww.epfl.ch/OGS/ where binary code versions of OGS (for Orbix and Visibroker) are available. We rather focus in this paper on the use of OGS in distributed programming. More precisely, we give an overview of OGS con guration and programming models and we illustrate its use on four application examples for which object group semantics are adequate. We describe a replicated abstract calculator as an example of a critical component in a nancial application, the computation of a Mandelbrot set as an example of a parallel application with load balancing capabilities, a reliable distributed chat as an example of a collaborative work application, and nally we discuss the use of OGS for handling software version upgrading.
Overview of OGS
A CORBA service
The Object Management Architecture (OMA) OMG98], speci ed by the Object Management Group (OMG), is a conceptual infrastructure for building portable and interoperable software components, based on open standard object-oriented interfaces.
Commercially known as CORBA, the Object Request Broker (ORB) is the communication heart of the standard. It is a software bus that enables heterogeneous objects to transparently invoke remote operations and receive replies in a distributed environment. Each object interface is speci ed in the declarative OMG Interface De nition Language (IDL), which is implementation independent. Clients use object references to identify remote objects and invoke operations on them.
The Object Services are a collection of interfaces and objects supporting basic functionalities useful for most CORBA applications. A CORBA service is basically a set of CORBA objects with their corresponding IDL interfaces, and these objects can be invoked through the ORB by any CORBA client. Services are not related to any speci c application but are basic building blocks, usually provided by CORBA environments. Several services have been designed and adopted as standards by the OMG OMG97], but nothing has been speci ed yet concerning object group management and group communication.
Our Object Group Service (OGS) manages groups of CORBA objects and provides primitives to communicate atomically with these groups. Clients do not need to know the number, the identity, or the location of the members of a group. A client can bind to a group using a group name, and issue a single request to all group members at once. OGS is inherently distributed, and does not depend on any global, critical, or centralized component. The OGS interfaces provide for di erent levels of transparency and reliability.
Interfaces
There are essentially two types of OGS IDL interfaces: OGS service interfaces, which are implemented by the service, and OGS application interfaces, which are de ned by the service but implemented the application. Since OGS application objects support an interface known by the service, OGS can invoke operations on these objects. Application objects may use multiple inheritance to inherit from both OGS and application-speci c IDL interfaces. view, used to invoke the group, (2) the member's view, used by a group member to change its status within the group (e.g., join or leave the group) and to communicate with other objects in the group, and (3) the service's view, used by OGS to invoke operations on the members of a group.
1. Client's interfaces allow a client to get information about groups, to send multicasts to the members of a group, and to send messages to individual members. Clients interact with groups through an interface of type GroupAccessor which acts as a local representative for the group. The GroupAccessor interface de nes an operation for multicasting messages to the group that it represents (multicast()).
2. Member's interfaces are a superset of client's interfaces. Objects can join and leave groups using the join_group() and leave_group() operations of the GroupAdministrator interface.
3. Service's interfaces include the Groupable interface, which must be supported by member objects and enables OGS to issue callbacks to them. The Groupable interface de nes operations for receiving messages, for group composition noti cation (view_change()), and for state transfer (get_state() and set_state()).
Group accessors and administrators are service objects. Performing a multicast to the group initiates a protocol between group accessors and administrators, which ensures that messages are delivered to the members according to some condition (e.g., total order). The Groupable interface must be implemented by application objects.
Communication Types OGS provides two types of communication: untyped and typed communication. Untyped communication enables clients to send only values of type Any 1 as messages. These messages are received by the group members through their deliver() operation. While this message-passing type interface is useful and more e cient in some speci c situations, it is generally more convenient for clients to directly invoke an operation of the server interface. Typed communication provides this abstraction; for instance, if the members of an object group support an Account interface that de nes the makeDeposit() operation, a client can directly invoke makeDeposit() with the relevant parameters; OGS intercepts this call and invokes the makeDeposit() operation on each member of the group.
OGS Con guration
Invocations to object groups are performed by OGS. This happens by having clients messages go through group accessor objects, and server messages go through group administrator objects. Group accessors and administrators form the visible part of the OGS runtime system. The application developer can con gure this runtime system in a number of ways, leading to di erent degrees of exibility, e ciency, transparency, or reliability.
Execution Models
OGS provides mainly two execution models: a linkable model and a daemon model. In the rst model, the service objects are co-located with application objects, i.e., they are linked with the application and they execute in the same address space (or process). In the second model, the service objects are located in another process | the OGSd daemon program | which may be on the local or on a remote host. The linkable version of OGS is provided as a C++ dynamic library (OGSl) to be linked with C++ applications, or as a set of Java classes usable from Java applications (see Figure 2 ). This execution model is more e cient since interprocess communications are more costly than invocations between objects located in the same process GFGM98]. Nevertheless, it enforces the code of the application to be written with the same programming language as the library and to support multi-threading.
The daemon execution model, with two separate processes, has the advantage of decoupling the service from the application, enabling several applications running on the same host to use the same resources. It also allows user applications written Figure 3 illustrates the use of the OGS daemon on the client side, while the service is linked with the application on the server side 2 .
Service Instantiation
Whereas CORBA objects should be independent of their real location, some of OGS service objects have to be located on the client and server sites for the services to provide the required reliability. This is more a semantic requirement than an architectural requirement, since service objects can actually be installed anywhere.
If the application and the service objects are in two separate processes located on the same machine, only a crash of the OGS daemon process can prevent the application from using the service. A process crash is generally caused by a programming failure, and is not due to hardware de ciencies.
If the application and the service objects are located on di erent machines, the application must handle link, machine, and OGS daemon process failures. In this situation, a replicated server behaves exactly as a singleton object from the client's perspective.
A group accessor is an object that encapsulates the structure and behavior of group reference, and that remembers and tracks the composition of the group. Ideally, it should be a temporary object, created on-the-y when a group reference enters the address space of the application. This is however not possible without some ORB support, which is currently available only through vendor-speci c extensions. Therefore, we use a third party (the ogsutil program provided with OGS) to instantiate the service and provide full client transparency. The reference to the newly created service object is given to the client through the naming service (as illustrated on Figure 4) . The third party rst creates a group accessor using an object factory (1, 2), and registers this accessor in the naming service (3). The client gets the reference to the group accessor from the naming service (4), and invokes the object group (5, 6). 
Groupable Servers
To bene t from group communication, the programmer has to provide application support for OGS. This is performed by having server objects inherit from the Groupable IDL interface. This interface de nes the following operations that the server objects have to implement to be member of a group. Support for message delivery: messages sent using the untyped version of OGS are delivered to the server objects through their deliver() operation. If the application uses only the typed version of OGS, this operation may be left empty.
Support for view change noti cation: when a new object joins a group, or a member object leaves or fails, all member objects are noti ed through their view_change() operation. They receive an ordered list of current group members, which may be used for instance to deterministically decide upon the role of each object in the group. Support for state transfer: when a new object joins a group, it atomically receives the shared state from the other members of the group. This is generally required to preserve the application consistency. The state transfer mechanism is implemented by two operations, get_state() and set_state(), that are respectively invoked on a current and on the new member. Support for operation semantics: when using the typed version of OGS, the server objects can specify the semantics associated to each operation of their interface. This is performed by implementing operation_semantics(). By default, all operations are associated with the strongest semantics, i.e., totally ordered multicast.
Typical implementations of these operations are given in Sections 4, 5, and 6.
Replicated Calculator
Our example of a highly available replicated application is a distributed abstract calculator. The calculator maintains a current value (accumulator), and clients perform arithmetical operations on this value. The available operations are: add, subtract, multiply, divide, and clear. Some operation pairs are not commutative (e.g., add and multiply), making request total ordering necessary.
A practical application of such an abstract calculator is to maintain the balance of a bank account. Additions correspond to deposits, subtractions to withdrawals, and multiplications to interest computation.
Design
The application is composed of two parts: the servers that perform computations and the clients that perform arithmetical operations on the replicated calculator. The shared state of the servers is the calculator's current value. Figure 5 presents a typical con guration with three copies of a replicated calculator, and two clients accessing the calculator concurrently. In this scenario, client A performs an addition and client B a multiplication. These operations are not commutative, and it turns out that server 1 and 3 order the addition before the multiplication, while client 2 does the opposite. This scenario illustrates a loss of consistency due to wrong request ordering: the request should be totally ordered to avoid this situation. OGS transparently preserves system consistency by delivering requests in the same order to all replicas.
IDL Speci cation
The IDL interface of the calculator application is given below. It simply consists of a Calculator interface, with one attribute and four operations. The value attribute represents the current state of the calculator, and should not be modi ed directly; therefore, it is declared as read only. The calculator's interface inherits from OGS' Groupable interface to be able to get replicated. The implementation of the arithmetical operations are inlined in the C++ interface de nition. To keep the code simple, no check is performed for over ow and division by zero. The current value of the calculator is kept in the value_ member variable.
The calculator server also implements operations from the Groupable interface. In particular, it provides support for state transfer (get_state and set_state), and tells the service the semantics associated to each operation (operation_semantics). Since the state of the calculator consists of a single oating point value, the server simply has to transfer this value.
A read-only operation does not need to be totally ordered if the clients do not care about receiving a slightly out of date value. In particular, if there is a partition in the system, the clients may receive the value from a minority partition that has not been updated. In the calculator application, we use an unordered reliable multicast for the value() operation. Note that, since the operation semantics defaults to total order, only the operations that have a weaker semantics need to be speci ed in operation_semantics(). Group of objects that have the same interface may be used for other purposes than replication. In particular, a group of objects may be used to compute in parallel time-consuming requests. The client issues requests to the group, without having to know how many members are part of the group, and how they process requests. The group members share the work among them, compute the result of the requests, and return the replies to the client.
An example of such a distributed parallel application is the computation of the Mandelbrot set. The Mandelbrot set is a fractal structure de ned on the complex plane, that is traditionally displayed in a 2D picture. The computation of a Mandelbrot set is time-consuming but easy to parallelize.
Design
In this application, we adopt a client-server approach with the server providing the processing power while the client displays graphically the resulting set. To have the image displayed in \real-time" and to reduce the size of messages, the server transmits the data line by line, as soon as they are completed, to the client. In this application, OGS is used to distribute the workload among several servers. The area of the Mandelbrot set is separated into bands, each of which is computed on a di erent server. The set is subdivided into n bands, where n is the number of members in the group. Each member uses its position in the current view to decide which band to compute, and sends lines to the client which is updated asynchronously. The server is written in C++ and the client in Java. Figure 6 illustrates the architecture of the Mandelbrot application.
OGS gives the illusion of one single server whereas the work is actually distributed to several e ective servers, making it possible to increase the parallelism degree without the knowledge of the client.
IDL Speci cation
The IDL interface of the Mandelbrot application is given below. It is made of a Mandelbrot module containing two interfaces: Client and Server. The server's interface inherits from OGS' Groupable interface. The most meaningful operation of the Groupable interface for the Mandelbrot server is the view_change() operation. The information about the current view is used to decide which area of the Mandelbrot set to compute. This information is stored in the nb_members_ and position_ member variables and is updated in the code of the view_change operation. The C++ code (not given here) used to compute the Mandelbrot set processes only the area allocated to the local server, and updates the client each time a new line is completed.
Distributed Chat
Group communication is also appropriate for collaborative work, in which applications use totally ordered multicast to share information. An example is a distributed chat application, similar to the well-known Internet Relay Chat (IRC) program, but without the centralized server that receives and forwards messages 3 . It allows participants all over the Internet to talk to one another in real-time. Users can join chat channels and send message to these channels. All participants listening to the channel receive the messages. Each participant has a nickname sent along with the messages to identify the originator of the message by other users.
Design
The distributed chat application does not have a pure client/server design. Chat channels are mapped to groups, and participants are both clients and servers of these groups. The member objects are not copies of a replicated object; they are distinct entities that collaborate by exchanging messages using group communication.
The general architecture of the distributed chat application is illustrated in Figure 7 . Messages issued by a channel member are multicast to all users listening to the channel. The programming model is symmetrical: after a message has been 
IDL Speci cation
The architecture of this application di ers from the other examples, in that there is only one type of object (the chat object), which is both client and server. The chat object sends messages to its own group, and receives them as any other member. The IDL interface of the chat application is composed of a single operation used to send a message to the current group, and a read only attribute that stores the nickname of the local participant. In this application, a chat object is stateless. It only receives messages, prints them to the screen, and forgets them. The most meaningful operation of the Groupable interface is view change noti cation: each time the membership changes, the chat object displays the list of participants. Upgrading a continuously available application is di cult, since it requires swapping an old version of an application with a new version, without stopping providing a service to clients. Group communication provides solutions to this kind of problems 4 . A group can be composed of a mix of old and new versions of the application, as long as the new version is compatible with the old one, i.e., it can exhibit the same behavior as the old one. This property makes it possible to upgrade a system without stopping the service. Figure 8 illustrates the upgrade mechanism of a continuously available system. Initially, the group is composed of copies of the old version of the application (1). Then, parts of the copies are removed from production (2), and some copies of the new version are added to the group (3). The state transfer mechanism is used to update the new copies. Finally, the remaining copies of the old version are removed (4) and replaced (5) by copies of the new version, which retrieve their state from the current group members.
This mechanism may be used with any replicated application, if the states of the old version and the new version are compatible (i.e, the new version of the application is able to construct its state from the state of the old version), and if 
Concluding Remarks
Developing applications with components that have frequent interactions or need to be fault tolerant becomes a considerably simpler task when object group semantics are available. Our Object Group Service provides these semantics in a CORBA environment, without impacting on CORBA basic infrastructure or existing services; our Object Group Service can be used with any standard Object Request Broker.
In the replication example we have considered, object groups are handled in a completely transparent way from the client side. The client simply looks for a reference to the group in the naming service, and invokes this group, as if it was a singleton object. This enables to increase the reliability of a non fault tolerant application (through replication) without touching the original code. One can start by developing a CORBA application without OGS; once the interfaces have been de ned, and the application has been implemented and tested without OGS, group support may be added to the server at a later stage.
If groups are not used for replication, special care has to be taken when de ning the IDL interfaces of the application. In particular, if the application wants to access all the replies resulting from an invocation to an object group (e.g., when using groups for parallel processing), the typed version of OGS cannot be used transparently. In this situation, though, it is possible to preserve transparency by decoupling the application interfaces so that requests are issued through oneway multicast invocations, and replies are returned explicitly to the caller through pointto-point invocation, as shown in Section 5. For the sake of simplicity and space limitation, we have only described the code that is related to OGS, i.e., namely parts of the code server objects, and we have omitted client code. Furthermore, all error-handling code has been removed from our examples. The complete code of these examples can be found at http://lsewww.epfl.ch/OGS/.
